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Abstract: This study evaluates the potential to determine the global distribution of hydrated
aerosols based on Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations
(CALIPSO) data products. Knowledge of hydrated aerosol global distribution is of high
relevance in the study of the radiative impact of aerosol-cloud interactions on Earth’s
climate. The cloud-aerosol discrimination (CAD) score of the Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with
Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument on the CALIPSO satellite separates aerosols
and clouds according to the probability density functions (PDFs) of attenuated backscatter,
total color ratio, volume depolarization ratio, altitude and latitude. The pixels that CAD fails
to identify as either cloud or aerosol are used here to pinpoint the occurrence of hydrated
aerosols and to globally quantify their relative frequency using data of August from 2006
to 2013. Atmospheric features in this no-confidence range mostly match with aerosol PDFs
and imply an early hydration state of aerosols. Their strong occurrence during August above
the South-East Atlantic and below an altitude of 4 km coincides with the biomass burning
season in southern Africa and South America.
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1. Introduction
Aerosols and clouds are components of a coupled system and mutually affect one another dependent
on the meteorological conditions [1,2]. On the one hand, atmospheric aerosols influence cloud properties
by altering cloud droplet number concentration, cloud droplet size, cloud albedo and cloud amount.
On the other hand, aerosols are influenced by clouds through chemical aging, precipitation scavenging
and cloud radiative feedback loops [3–5]. One major challenge in the study of aerosol-cloud interactions
(ACI) is to clarify to what extent radiative forcing and precipitation patterns of clouds are a result of
cloud feedbacks to aerosols or of meteorological conditions [6,7]. Accordingly, the understanding of
ACI and their effect on the Earth’s radiation budget is an important aspect of climate system research.
The complexity of ACI analyses partly stems from the high spatial variability of aerosol properties
and cloud dynamics [8–10]. Cloud boundaries are normally blurred by aerosol processing during water
uptake, activation as cloud condensation nuclei and growing to cloud droplets (“twilight zone”, [11]).
Despite the importance of transition stages between dry aerosols and fully developed clouds, ACI studies
commonly use separate aerosol and cloud products distinguished by their optical properties. However, a
clear discrimination between clouds and aerosols is not always possible [7,12,13]. Small differences in
the probability density functions (PDFs) of cloud and aerosol scattering characteristics have been related
to backscatter enhancements due to humidification of aerosols, cloud contamination and remote effects
of radiation in the vicinity of clouds [14–17].
The twilight zone with its hydrated aerosols is the region in which ACI mostly occur. Knowing
the global distribution and frequency of twilight zones would therefore help understand ACI patterns,
pinpoint areas for further research, and ultimately narrow the focus on the processes occurring. The
main goal of this study is to explore the usefulness of Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with Orthogonal Polarization
(CALIOP) products for identifying regional patterns of hydrated aerosols in the troposphere. Regions
where the probability density functions (PDFs) of scattering properties for aerosol and cloud features
overlap more often than anywhere else are detected with the help of the CAD score, which is part
of Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations’ (CALIPSO) Level-2–5 km
products [18]. This score classifies pixels as either cloud or aerosol and assigns a confidence level to
each. The no-confidence range (NCR) in CAD, i.e., features that are neither classified as cloud nor
aerosol with confidence, is the focus of this study. It is assumed that hydrated aerosols fall into this
range. With this novel usage of the CAD score and data filters developed for this study, a contribution is
made in this paper to the understanding of spatial patterns of processes in aerosol hydration.
The following sections introduce the CAD score, its NCR and the methodology to explore the
global occurrence of tropospheric hydrated aerosols. Optical and physical properties are then used to
characterize and discuss the NCR features with respect to hydrated aerosols.
2. Data and Methods
The CALIOP instrument on board the CALIPSO satellite is a two-wavelength (532 nm and 1064 nm)
polarization ratio-sensitive backscatter lidar and was launched in 2006. It retrieves vertical profiles of
aerosol and cloud scattering characteristics along a sun-synchronous satellite orbit track, crossing the
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equator in the afternoon and repeating every 16 days [13,19,20]. It was chosen for this study as it
provides information on cloud and aerosol layer locations and characteristics at the same time [21].
This study uses global CALIPSO Level-2 Layer products of aerosols and clouds (nighttime,
Version 3) with a horizontal resolution of 5 km for August 2006 to 2013. This resolution is regarded
as appropriate for the study’s focus on global patterns of hydrated aerosols. August data was chosen in
this analysis since stratocumulus clouds and aerosols are found off the west coasts of South America and
Southern Africa corresponding to increased biomass burning during this month [8,22,23]. Both layer
products include spatial and optical information, including layer-averaged attenuated backscatter (AB),
layer-integrated attenuated total color ratio (CR), layer-integrated volume depolarization ratio (DR) and
CAD score [18]. Only nighttime-data are used, since they have a better detection sensitivity for aerosols
and clouds than at daytime due to lower background noise [13,21].
The CAD score is part of CALIOP’s scene classification Level-2 processing algorithm. After a feature
is identified as tropospheric according to its altitude relative to the tropopause, the detected object
is classified as aerosol or cloud based on the PDFs of five dimensions: AB, CR, DR, altitude, and
latitude [13,20,24,25]. The CAD score ranges between –100 and 100. The sign determines the feature
type (positive: cloud, negative: aerosol), the absolute value is the confidence level of the classification
(high-confidence range: |CAD |≥ 70, no-confidence range (NCR): |CAD |≤ 20). At absolute values
smaller than 100, the scattering properties of aerosols and clouds converge, i.e., the PDFs overlap.
A CAD score of 0 expresses an equal likelihood of the feature being a cloud and an aerosol, but 0 is
also used as a fill value for stratospheric objects [18,20].
By definition the aerosol class consists of all airborne particles, excluding activated water droplets and
frozen ice crystals. Accordingly, the cloud class includes any activated water droplets and ice crystals of
the high, middle and low cloud families [13].
The three dimensions AB, CR and DR of the CAD algorithm help to identify features. AB is defined
as the product of the volume backscatter coefficient and the two-way optical transmission from the lidar
to the sample volume and can be related to layer thickness. It is corrected for attenuation of the signal
by molecules (including ozone). CR is the fraction of the 1064 nm corrected attenuated backscatter
coefficients and the corresponding 532 nm corrected attenuated (total) backscatter coefficients. To
obtain the DR, the perpendicular is divided by the corresponding parallel channel corrected attenuated
backscatter coefficient. CR and DR are integrated between the top and the base of a given layer [26,27].
Figure 1 shows the distribution of aerosol (CAD ≤ –70) and cloud (CAD ≥ 70) occurrence
frequencies as a function of AB, CR and DR for August from 2006 to 2013. The distribution
of aerosol and cloud occurrence frequencies on panel (A) and (B) are in general agreement with
e.g., [13,18,20,24,28,29]. In general, aerosols are characterized by a small AB of ∼10−3 km−1 · sr−1
and a CR of ∼0.45, while clouds are bimodally distributed at larger values of AB (∼10−2 and
∼10−1 km−1 · sr−1) and CR (∼0.95 and ∼1.0) [13]. However, this does not hold true for all aerosol
and cloud types: desert dust and maritime aerosols in combination with high relative humidities tend to
have higher CR values [30]. Dust particles and cirrus clouds because of their non-sphericity and dense
water clouds due to multiple scattering have a larger DR than non-dust aerosols [13,18,29]. Typical
values for non-dust aerosols, water and ice clouds are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Occurrence frequencies of cloud and aerosol features in the 2D space of
dimensions color ratio (CR), attenuated backscatter (AB) and depolarization ratio (DR).
CR-AB includes aerosol (lower left) and cloud (upper right) clusters. The expected overlap
region is marked by a white box (A); the DR-AB space includes three clusters: lower left for
aerosols, upper right for ice clouds and lower right for water clouds (B).
Table 1. Typical scattering characteristics (AB, CR, DR) of non-dust aerosols, water and
ice clouds measured by the Cloud-Aerosol LIdar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP)
instrument. Dust aerosols can have a DR > 0.2 [13,18,20,24,28,29].
Measure Aerosols Water Clouds Ice Clouds
AB ∼10−3 km−1 · sr−1 ∼10−1 km−1 · sr−1 ∼10 −2 km−1 · sr−1
CR ∼0.45 ∼0.95 ∼1.0
DR ∼0.02–0.05 ∼0.2 ∼0.25–0.4
The overlap region between aerosols and clouds (marked in Figure 1) is approximately located
by [13,20] between an AB of ∼10−2.4 km−1 · sr−1 and CR of 0.5, and an AB of ∼10−2 km−1 · sr−1
with CR of 0.9 based on CALIOP test data (altitude of 0–1 km and 2–3 km). Apparently, the proposed
overlap region fits well into the gap between global aerosol and cloud features found in the troposphere.
This may include dense dust and smoke aerosols, thin ice and water clouds, hygroscopic aerosols under
humid conditions and mixtures of aerosols and cloud layers [13,14,30]. The CAD algorithm should
incorporate parts of the overlap in low CAD scores (NCR) by design, depending on DR, latitude
and altitude. The overlap region shifts to smaller values of CR and AB with increasing latitude and
altitude [13,20,30]. It may occur that features contained in the overlap of cloud and aerosol PDFs
are classified as |CAD |> 20 or that features of NCR could have another reason than presenting the
overlap between the cloud and aerosol PDFs [30,31]. In particular, the CAD algorithm is biased towards
classifying unknown or partly cloud-contaminated features as cloud [17,21].
According to [20], objects falling in the range between –10 and 20 are partially composed of
outliers which are neither cloud nor aerosol layers and located far outside the cloud and aerosol
clusters in the PDF space. Most of the features are classified as “unknown cloud“ by convention. These
“pseudo-features“ have erroneous scattering characteristics due to signal noise, multiple scattering
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effects or artificial signal enhancements. The latter is caused by non-ideal detector transient response
or an overestimation of the attenuation due to overlying layers [13,31].
Yang [17] showed that the CAD score is strongly related to the backscatter behavior in transition
zones of clouds. With enhanced lidar backscatter in the vicinity of clouds, due to cloud contamination of
aerosols, classification confidence decreases. Data in the NCR include undetected wispy cloud fragments
and large hydrated aerosols. Low absolute CAD scores thus incorporate the overlap between the cloud
and aerosol PDFs and may serve as an indicator for hydrated aerosols and cloud fragments if the outlier
features are excluded.
To account for this, filters are applied to the data set after fill values for stratospheric objects have been
removed. A CAD score of 0 may be a no-confidence CAD score, but also a fill value for stratospheric
objects [18,20]. In order to retain only the former group, data points with a layer top altitude above the
tropopause height reported in the CALIOP products are excluded from the analysis. This affects ∼94%
of data points with a CAD = 0.
The following filters remove features from the NCR (|CAD |≤ 20) according to feature classification
and quality assessment (QA) flags in the listed order:
2.1. IAB Filter
All features with an IAB QA factor < 0.7 (integrated attenuated backscatter above a feature) are
removed from the NCR data in order to reduce the effects of multiple scattering and signal attenuation
by opaque layers [18]. To achieve this, while still retaining sufficient data for meaningful analysis,
a threshold was chosen at roughly one standard deviation (0.16) below the mean IAB QA factor (0.85)
of all non-NCR values in a test data set of August 2009.
2.2. Ice Filter
All features classified as randomly or horizontally oriented ice particles with a QA = 1, 2 and 3 (i.e.,
low, medium and high confidence) are excluded.
All NCR data that passes these filters are then counted per 10◦×10◦ grid cell. Relative frequencies
are obtained by division by the total number of features recognized in that box. The aggregation onto a
10◦×10◦ grid helps to approximate meteorological regimes on a global scale and provides a sufficient
sampling density for August 2006–2013. As CALIPSO provides global coverage between 82◦S and
82◦N, the latitude bands between 80 and 90◦S of the following Figures only contain data for at most
2◦ [21]. To the north the data is limited by CALIPSO’s night-time coverage in August up to 62◦, which
means that the latitude band between 60◦ and 70◦N contains data for at most 2◦, as well.
The five dimensions of the CAD score are used to characterize and localize the NCR features.
3. Results
The global distribution of clouds and aerosols detected with high confidence (|CAD |≥ 70) by the
CAD algorithm is presented in Figure 2. The global distribution of cloud layers shows a distinct pattern
for August 2006–2013. The presence of the intertropical convergence zone and its shifted position due
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to the monsoon season is visible as clouds occur more frequently along a band north of the equator and
at 15◦ N (Indian subcontinent) [32]. Furthermore, increased relative frequencies are apparent at latitudes
from 50◦ to 70◦ on both hemispheres. These results are congruent with an analysis by [13] showing the
zonal distribution of cloud and aerosol features in July 2006.
Figure 2. Relative frequencies of clouds (CAD ≥ 70) (A) and aerosols (CAD ≤ –70);
(B) for August 2006–2013.
When comparing cloud occurrence frequencies to those of aerosols (Figure 2B) an opposite pattern
becomes apparent. During August, atmospheric particles dominate lower latitudes of both hemispheres.
Emission sources such as the Saharan desert, Australia, South Africa and Brazil can be recognized.
Biomass burning aerosols, mineral dust and sea spray are the main contributors to the aerosol loading
above southern-hemispheric oceans during August [13]. Northern hemisphere aerosols are primarily
composed of mineral dust next to sulfate, organic aerosols and nitrate from anthropogenic sources in
South East Asia, United States and Europe [33,34]. The CAD algorithm is able to classify multiple
layers, but only as either cloud or aerosol. As long as both features occur, e.g., in a mixed layer, the
confidence decreases and the feature is assigned to the most likely class (Section 2). Thus, aerosols are
apparently absent in regions where clouds frequently occur due to the fact that optically thin aerosol
layers or those features obscured by overlying optically thick clouds cannot be detected [25].
Figure 3A shows the sum of aerosol and cloud relative frequencies, illustrating that on a global scale,
most features are assigned to these two classes (global mean sum of relative frequencies: 86%). Still,
regions (40◦–70◦N, 70◦–90◦S and equatorial Pacific) can be identified where relative frequencies
are lower.
Figure 3. Relative frequencies of aerosols and clouds combined (|CAD |≥ 70) (A) and of
no–confidence range (NCR); (B) for August 2006–2013.
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Counting only the occurrences of NCR features (5.98% of the total CAD range from –100 to 100)
reveals a visual counterpart to Figure 3A and is shown in panel (B). Most of the high frequencies are
found in exactly the same regions where they were reduced in Figure 3A.
With the filter application, a total of 70.6% of NCR features were removed from the data. The relative
data loss corresponding to each single filter is reported in Table 2.
Table 2. Percentage of removed NCR data for each of the applied filter in the listed order.
Filter Fraction of NCR [%]
IAB 99.8
Ice 0.2
Due to the application of the IAB filter, ∼70% of the NCR data with the potential of containing
hydrated aerosols under optically thick features are removed and cannot be considered in the analysis.
As a consequence, only hydrated aerosols under thin layers or clear conditions are included in the NCR.
The global effect of the IAB filter on the NCR data is illustrated in Figure 4A. Features with overlying
layers show a distinct pattern of low relative frequencies in Southern Africa, South America, Australia
and the Mediterranean.
After application of all filters a global pattern as shown in Figure 4B emerges. The South-East Atlantic
stands out with relative frequencies of up to 20%, the South Pole between 80◦ and 90◦ S with up to 36%.
Apart from these regions, relative frequencies above 10% mostly occur above the continents and near
the equator.
Figure 4. Application frequencies of the IAB filters relative to all NCR and occurrence
frequencies of filtered NCR features relative to the filtered |CAD |≤ 100 range for August
2006–2013.
4. Discussion
The NCR may contain a variety of features along with classification artifacts. Therefore, the global
pattern of NCR occurrence frequencies (Figure 4B) reflects both, artifacts and physical properties
of atmospheric features [13,20,31]. While the last case is pursued, it is impossible to remove all
artifacts with confidence. Applying stricter filter thresholds would likely result in the loss of meaningful
data. Accordingly, features with an IAB QA ≥ 0.7 are not filtered out.
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In order to untangle physical features from artifacts, and to assess the filters, Figure 5A–C shows the
five CAD dimensions of the NCR after filtering. As can be seen in panel (A), most of the features of
the NCR pixels are not centered on the AB-CR region between pure aerosol and pure cloud features
(white box). The attenuated backscatter and particles size of hydrated aerosols should in most cases be
larger than for dry aerosols due to water uptake [35,36]. One group of layers assigned a CAD value in
the NCR are found at CR < 0.7 and between an AB of ∼10−3.5 and ∼10−2.5 km−1 · sr−1. These are
the typical ranges within which molecular scattering and aerosol signals are found (see Section 2). The
aerosol cluster (Figure 1A) and many of the NCR features (Figure 5A) lie in nearly the same 2D space.
This pattern is favored by the CAD algorithm, which is biased towards classifying uncertain features as
cloud in order to avoid cloud contamination in aerosol retrievals [21]. This means that a large portion of
hydrated aerosols are probably classified as clouds.
Figure 5. Occurrence frequencies of NCR features with filters applied in the 2D space of
dimensions CR-AB (A); DR-AB (B); and latitude–altitude (C).
Features far from the aerosol and cloud clusters become apparent, having uncertain physical and
optical properties (e.g., the features with a CR close to zero and a large AB). These features are generated
due to retrieval artifacts as originating from overlying optical thick features, due to noise in the signal
or multiple scattering effects [13], but could not be filtered out completely. The area with a CR > 1.0
and an AB of ∼10−2.5 km−1 · sr−1 might be associated with optically thin clouds and dust layers under
humid conditions, whereas maritime aerosols (90% relative humidity) occur at a CR of ∼0.7 [25,30].
In addition, optically thick smoke can be characterized by large CR due to large differences in the
extinction of 532 and 1064 nm and can compose features of the NCR [37].
Dense dust and smoke plumes misclassified as cloud may fall into the NCR, especially when they are
transported to higher latitudes where cirrus clouds occur at lower altitudes. Very dense dust and smoke
layer over the source regions and dense open-ocean aerosols are correctly classified as aerosols. Only
very dense parts of the layer detected at single-shot (333 km) resolution are automatically classified as
cloud and are not further considered by the CAD algorithm [18,20]. This is especially true for small
parts of dense smoke plumes [38]. Thus, biomass burning particles originating from South African
and American sources may cause misclassifications affecting the relative frequencies of NCR features
presented in Figure 4B. Instead, the Saharan dust belt prevailing during August over the Atlantic Ocean
around 20◦N [23] is not visible, implying the correct classification of dense dust to the aerosol class.
This is supported by the distribution of NCR features in the DR-AB space (Figure 5B). The DR has a
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value close to zero after the application of the filters, indicating the presence of non-dust aerosols or thin
dust layers and molecular scattering [28,37].
A comparison of Figures 5B and 1B shows that ice particles and water clouds (high DR and AB)
are not present in the NCR. Nevertheless, a low depolarization in combination with a relatively low
AB can suggest the presence of polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) south of 70◦ S (Figure 4B). They
are probably composed of a mixture of ice crystals and super-cooled ternary solution droplets formed
by condensational growth of background stratospheric aerosols [25,39]. Their distinct characteristics
compared to ice clouds at lower latitudes add uncertainties to the separation of aerosols and clouds by
the CAD algorithm, especially when they are optically thin, low-lying and spatially diffuse [13,20].
Cirrus clouds mixed with dust/smoke particles might be responsible for misclassifications of clouds and
aerosols by CALIPSO’s CAD score due to increased emission during this time [13,18,20].
Apparently, the presence of these features in the NCR would suggest their occurrence below the
tropopause and thus they could not be filtered from the data set. Figure 5C shows that large parts of
features in the NCR are located at lower latitudes and below an altitude of 2 km. At the South Pole NCR
features with an average top altitude of 4.9 km can be found. The part of polar clouds that could not be
excluded from the NCR might explain the remarkable pattern between 80◦ and 90◦ S during August as
found in Figure 4. Removing all objects south of 70◦ S as in Figure 6C reveals scattering characteristics
of NCR objects above a CR of 0.5, between an AB of ∼10−3 and ∼10−2 km−1 · sr−1 and a DR which
varies from 0 to 0.1 (Figure 6A,B).
Accordingly, the remaining NCR features (polar clouds south of 70◦S left beyond) may be non-dust
aerosols not well identified by the CAD algorithm like optically thick smoke, hydrated aerosols or
optically thin clouds.
Figure 6. Occurrence frequencies of NCR features north of 70◦S with filters applied in the
2D space of dimensions CR-AB (A); DR-AB (B); and latitude–altitude (C).
5. Conclusions
The focus of the study was on evaluating the potential to derive global occurrence frequencies of
features between clouds and aerosols based on CALIPSO’s cloud-aerosol discrimination product. As the
CAD no-confidence range may contain a variety of features other than hydrated aerosol [13], their
number was reduced explicitly by using filters, with the aim of retaining only hydrated aerosols.
The global distribution obtained for the August test case shows spatial patterns largely consistent with
expectations, with high frequencies in regions with high aerosol emissions. After applying the filters,
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features show an AB of ∼10−2.5 km−1 · sr−1, a CR of ∼0.6 and >1.0, indicative of hydrated aerosols,
very dense aerosol layers or thin clouds. In general, most of the features are located below 2 km, which
would appear plausible for hydrated aerosol.
Atmospheric objects in the NCR are not consistently located between clouds and aerosols in terms of
attenuated backscatter and color ratio. However, hydrated aerosols may display scattering characteristics
outside of this overlap region similar to cloud and aerosol properties depending on their hydration state.
The CAD algorithm is biased in that uncertain pixels tend to be classified as cloud in order to allow for
uncontaminated aerosol retrievals [21,25]. Accordingly, hydrated aerosols are likely classified as cloud
in many cases.
The filters implemented work well for the exclusion of ice features and, with restrictions, for layers
overlain by optically thick features. Still, features with unknown phase and origin such as PSCs and parts
of dense smoke layers remain in the data set. Nevertheless, the global distribution of retained features
shows a plausible pattern, with scattering properties implying an early hydration state of aerosols.
While a portion of hydrated aerosol pixels of unknown size is likely classified as cloud by the CAD,
the results still indicate that NCR may be useful in determining regions where aerosol processing by
clouds takes place.
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